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ABSTRACT

We describe applications of PV Optics to analyze the behavior of a metallic back-reflector on an
a-Si solar cell.  The calculated results from PV Optics agree well with the measured data on solar
cells.  Several unexpected results obtained from these calculations are qualitatively explained.

INTRODUCTION

Modern high-efficiency amorphous-Si solar cells use fairly complex optical designs.  Typically,
these cells may have three junctions and as many as 12 layers of metal, dielectric, and
semiconductor materials.  Furthermore, they use many design features that are very difficult or
even impossible to handle by a simple optical analysis.  These features include (i) nonplanar
interfaces, (ii) a combination of thick and thin layers, (iii) multiple semiconductors of different
optical properties, and (iv) dielectric and metal coatings.  More mature numerical analysis tools
are needed to deal with the complicated optical design and analyses of these cells and modules.
We have recently developed an optical software package, PV Optics that can handle many
aspects of cell and module design. This paper describes some results of applying PV Optics to
the design of a-Si solar cells.  The intent of this short paper is not to deal with a comprehensive
cell design, but to identify features of the software that can address unique cell-design issues.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF PV OPTICS

PV Optics is a software package developed for the design of thick as well as thin multilayer solar
cells and modules.  It can handle multilayer structures of highly absorbing semiconductor and
metallic layers with planar and nonplanar interfaces.  It uses combined features of ray and wave
optics selected by coherence criteria.  This package outputs a variety of data in a form that can be
easily used by a design engineer.  These data include plots of reflectance, transmittance,
absorbed photon flux and its distribution within each layer, and the Maximum Achievable
Current Density (MACD) from each active layer.  MACD is the value of the photocurrent if each
absorbed photon produces an electron-hole pair and all of the generated carriers are collected.
Further description of the package is given elsewhere [1,2].  Here we will primarily use MACD
as a measure of the cell performance.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We first describe some capabilities of PV Optics that make it well suited for a-Si solar cell
analysis and design.   We show that if the optical parameters of a cell are known, the theory can
yield results that are in good agreement with the experimental data.  Next, we discuss examples
related to back-reflector design, and arrive at some physical insight into the back-reflector optics.
The examples described here are not meant to be exhaustive, but are selected to illustrate
mechanisms that must be considered in analysis of back-reflector design of thin devices.

1. Comparison of theory and experiment
Previous publications have shown that for thick, wafer-based Si solar cells, the calculated results
from PV Optics agree very well with the experimental results [2,3]. Here we will first illustrate a
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similar correlation between the theory and the experiment for a thin, single-junction cell
consisting of a-Si layers on a metal substrate.  To accomplish this, single-junction, p/i/n devices
were fabricated at United Solar with controlled parameters and thicknesses.  One of the
objectives of our study is to compare light trapping properties of a planar versus a textured metal
interface; these interface configurations were included in the fabricated cells.

Figure 1 illustrates the structure of the cells, the nature of interfaces, and the thickness of each
layer.  In Figure 1a, all layers have a conformal texture on the metal substrate, while in Figure 1b
the cell has a planar metal-buffer interface.  All physical and optical parameters, such as
thickness of each layer, texture shape and height (h), and refractive indices and extinction
coefficients, were measured and input into the PV Optics.  The calculated MACD and the
measured values of Jph are given in Table 1.  A good agreement between the theory and the
experiment is seen.  It may be noted that, because the MACD does not include electronic losses
due to carrier recombination, it is expected, in general, to be somewhat higher than the actual
value of Jph.  From Table 1 we also see that, in this cell structure, the planar buffer interface
results in a lower current than when the interface is textured.

2. The dependence of Jph on buffer thickness

Although some excellent work has been done toward optimizing the back-reflector leading to
fabrication of record efficiency a-Si solar cells, much of this is based on empirical analysis using
arguments from conventional optics [4,5,6].  However, because a back reflector involves
nonplanar interfaces and highly absorbing layers, the conventional concepts must be used with
care.  As an example, we consider the concepts involved in qualitatively predicting the effect of
the buffer layer thickness on the MACD of the cell illustrated in Figure1a (with textured buffer-
metal interface).  From the conventional optical considerations, the effect of a non-absorbing
buffer layer may be viewed in two ways.  Firstly, from mirror technology it is known that the
reflectance from an air-metal interface can be enhanced by depositing a thin layer of a low-index
dielectric.  By a similar argument, the insertion of the buffer layer between a-Si and the back
metal is expected to increase the cell current by lowering the metal loss.  Secondly, because the
buffer layer has significantly lower refractive index compared to a-Si, one normally expects that
light emerging from a high index medium will experience total reflection when the incidence

Table 1: A Comparison of Theoretical and Experimental Values of Photocurrent from Cells
Whose Structures are Shown in Figure 1.
Substrate
(+ metal)

Buffer (ZnO)/metal
interface

Cell config.
(Planar or textured)

Calculated MACD
(mA/cm2)

Jph, United
Solar-Cell
(mA/cm2)

stainless steel N/A Planar (Fig. 1b) 12.56 12.7
Ag/ stainless steel Planar htex.=0.1 µm (Fig. 1a) 17.05 15.7
Ag/ stainless steel Textured htex =0.2 µm (Fig. 1a) 18.0 16.8

(a) (b) Figure 1. The structures of the cells fabricated
for comparison with theory.
 Layer thicknesses
AR: ITO/0.069 µm; p-layer: 0.0243 µm;
 i-layer: 0.2795 µm; n-layer: 0.0333=µm;
buffer: 0.5 µm
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angle at the interface exceeds the critical angle.   Thus, from both considerations, it is expected
that for a loss-less buffer material (a) as the buffer thickness increases, the cell current should
increase, and (b) cell current will also increase if the refractive index of the buffer is reduced.

Now we consider the calculated results from PV Optics.  Figure 2a shows the calculated MACD
as a function of buffer thickness for the cell illustrated in the Figure 1a, with ZnO as the buffer.
This figure shows an unexpected dependence of the MACD on the buffer thickness; the MACD
value first decreases to a minimum value of 17.2 mA/cm2, and then increases again toward the
value of 18 mA/cm2.   To investigate this further, let us also examine the effect of replacing the
ZnO buffer layer with MgF2 whose refractive index is lower than that of ZnO.  Figure 2b shows
the dependence of MACD on the thickness of MgF2 as a buffer.  We see that the MACD is lower
with MgF2 compared to ZnO—again, this is not expected from the conventional wisdom.

To understand the behavior of MACD as a function of the buffer layer thickness, it is fruitful to
consider a simpler case of a single a-Si layer on a metal substrate with a ZnO-buffer layer, as
shown in Figure 3a.  The cell has a planar front and a textured back interface as shown in figure.
The a-Si layer has a thickness of 0.4 µm and a texture height of 0.3 µm, respectively.  Figure 3b
shows the plot of calculated MACD vs. buffer thickness, and for two cases of metal—Ag and Al.
We see that, for the Ag back reflector, the MACD value decreases with the buffer thickness,
whereas for an Al back reflector, the MACD is lower for all thicknesses of the buffer layer and
shows a peak at 0.1=µm buffer thickness.  A detailed understanding of this behavior is beyond the
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Figure 2.  Calculated MACD for the cell shown in Figure 1, as a function of buffer thickness
(a) buffer =ZnO, and (b) buffer = MgF2.
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Figure 3. (a) The structure of the cell considered in Figure 3b.  (b) Plot of  MACD as a
function of buffer (ZnO) thickness.
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scope of this paper, but one can qualitatively visualize it by considering behavior of light at the
a-Si-buffer and buffer-Ag interfaces.  Figure 4 is drawn to help recognizing the following:

1. Light reaching the backside of the cell will be incident on the a-Si-buffer interface at a large
angle, and will experience reflection and transmission.  If the buffer thickness is zero, the
reflection coefficient at the a-Si-Ag interface is ~ 0.97, and the beam will experience two
reflections from the texture before propagating back to the a-Si-air interface (see Figure 4a).
Thus, a beam after two reflections at this interface will have a net reflectance of about 0.94.

2. When the buffer layer is present and the angle of incidence exceeds critical angle, it is
important to recognize that the reflectance at the a-Si-buffer interface is not unity.  Figure 4b
shows the reflectance at a-Si-ZnO interface as a function of the incident angle.  Also shown
is the reflection coefficient for a nonabsorbing a-Si (i.e., where k=0).  It is seen that the
absorption of a-Si alters its total-internal-reflection behavior; and the reflectance is
significantly less than unity, even when the angle of incidence exceeds the critical angle.
Thus, a part of the light is transmitted into the buffer, and the absorption in a-Si is also
reduced.  This is true only for one propagation path of the beam.

3. The light transmitted to the metal interface also has a high reflection coefficient, but the
effective reflectance at the a-Si-buffer is lower.

4.  One can track the effective reflectance as a function of buffer thickness to qualitatively
explain the results of Figure 3.  These results will be discussed in detail elsewhere. It should
be pointed out for a more lossy metal, such as Al, the results could be quite different from
that of Ag.

This behavior of the cell structure in Figure 3a can be contrasted with a similar cell when all the
interfaces are made planar.  Figure 5 shows MACD as a function of buffer thickness for a planar,
0.4-µm-thick, a-Si cell.  The calculations were performed for ZnO and MgF2 as the buffer, and
Ag and Al as the back-reflector layers.  It is seen that inserting a buffer layer of a low index
material can reduce the metallic loss and hence increase the MACD.  Furthermore, the buffer
with the lower index offers more effective “isolation” from the metallic layer.  The figure also
shows the interference effect associated with the buffer layer, manifested as a modulation of
MACD with thickness.  These results show that the analysis and the design of a textured or
rough cell is quite involved and requires more detailed considerations of the optical phenomena.
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Figure 4. (a) Illustration of optical path at a textured back interface. (b) Calculated reflectance
at the a-Si/ZnO interface.
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3. Dependence on the texture parameters

Table 2 lists results of analyses showing the effect of texture height on the MACD.  These
calculations are performed for the structures shown in Figure 1.  We have used two different
values of texture height—h= 0.2 µm, and 0.1 µm.  The ITO layer is an antireflection coating that
results in an increase in the Jph.  Interestingly, it is seen that an increase in the texture height has a
slightly negative effect on MACD—which is again unexpected.  Other calculations (not
described here) indicate that the texture angle has a stronger effect on the MACD as compared to
the texture height.

Substrate
(+ metal)

Buffer (ZnO)/metal
interface: planar or
textured

Texture height Calculated Jph
(mA/cm2)

Jph, United
Solar-Cell
(mA/cm2)

Al/SS Planar h = 0.1 µm 14.85 (no ITO)
16.26 (with ITO)

Al/SS Planar h = 0.2 µm 14.77 (no ITO)
16.1 (with ITO)

Ag/SS Planar h = 0.1 µm 16.85 (with ITO) 15.7
Ag/SS Planar h = 0.2 µm 16.66 (with ITO)
Al/SS Textured h =0.1 µm 14.86 (no ITO)

16.44 (with ITO)
Al/SS Textured h =0.2 µm 14.8 (no ITO)

16.41 (with ITO)
Ag/SS Textured h =0.1 µm 17.51 (with ITO)
Ag/SS Textured h =0.2 µm 17.45 (with ITO) 16.8

4. The influence of the bottom layer thickness on a three-junction cell

In this example, we consider how the thickness of the bottom layer in a three-junction cell will
influence the MACD in all three Si layers.  The cell structure used in our calculation is shown in
Figure 6b.  The thicknesses of the different a-Si layers are: a-Si-T=0.3 µm, a-Si-M=0.2=µm, and
a-Si-B=variable, corresponding to top, middle, and bottom cells, with bandgaps of 1.8, 1.6, and
1.4 eV, respectively. The results are plotted in Figure 6a.  As expected, the MACD of the bottom

Table 2. Effect of light-trapping parameters on the photo-currents in single-junction devices
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layer increases with the increase of its thickness.  But the MACD of the top layer actually
decreases when the bottom layer becomes thicker. Also plotted is the total current from the cell,
which shows an increase with the bottom- layer thickness.  The metal used for this example is
Al.

CONCLUSIONS

We have pointed out some capabilities of PV Optics in the a-Si cell design to show that it yields
results in good agreement with those measured from the a-Si cells.  We have also shown that the
somewhat-unexpected results from the back-reflector analysis can be understood by considering
details of the optical processes.  Because these processes are included in the PV Optics, it can
serve as a tool not only for cell design, but also to develop an insight into the loss mechanisms.
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